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12Abstract The paper proposes two case-based methods for recommending decisions
13to users on the basis of information stored in a database. In both approaches, fuzzy
14sets and related (approximate) reasoning techniques are used for modeling user
15preferences and decision principles in a flexible manner. The first approach, case-
16based decision making, can principally be seen as a case-based counterpart to
17classical decision principles well-known from statistical decision theory. The second
18approach, called case-based elicitation, combines aspects from flexible querying of
19databases and case-based prediction. Roughly, imagine a user who aims at choosing
20an optimal alternative among a given set of options. The preferences with respect to
21these alternatives are formalized in terms of flexible constraints, the expression of
22which refers to cases stored in a database. As both types of decision support might
23provide useful tools for recommender systems, we also place the methods in a
24broader context and discuss the role of fuzzy set theory in some related fields.

25KeywordsQ1

271. Introduction

28So-called recommender systems (Kautz, 1998) (see Resnik & Varian (1997) for a
29concise introduction) have been a focus of research in recent years. Roughly
30speaking, such systems assist people without sufficient personal experience in
31making choices between alternatives. For example, such systems may use a database
32about user preferences in order to predict additional topics or products a (new) user
33might like (Breese, Heckerman, & Kadie, 1998). So-called collaborative filtering
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34(Goldberg, Nichols, Oki, & Terry, 1992) allows for personalization in e-commerce
35by exploiting similarities and dissimilarities among customers’ preferences (Lin,
36Alvarez, & Ruiz, 2002).
37Recommender systems employ methods from various fields including, among
38others, database technology and case-based reasoning. In both fields, fuzzy set
39theory turned out as an appropriate theoretical foundation for several kinds of
40extensions and further developments. This is mainly due to some distinctive features
41of fuzzy sets, notably the ability to handle concepts such as similarity, preference
42and uncertainty in a unifying way, the possibility of representing graded degrees of
43truth or acceptance, and the capability of approximate and plausible reasoning.
44These are valuable features when retrieving objects stored in a database,
45extrapolating from experience given in the form of stored cases or, more generally,
46when making recommendations to users.
47Our focus in this paper is on case-based decision support, which can serve as a
48basis for a special type of recommender system: Suppose that a user having to make
49a decision has access to cases stored in a database, and that the user’s preferences
50for alternative decisions depend, in a way to be specified, on these cases. In other
51words, the user does not (at least not only) have, say, absolute preferences. Rather,
52the preferences are expressed in a relative way with respect to the stored cases.
53Given this type of preferences, the system should suggest one or several among the
54potential alternatives on the basis of the information provided by these cases.
55Section 2 recalls some basic concepts of fuzzy sets. To put the contents of the
56current paper into context, Section 3 provides a brief overview of applications of
57fuzzy sets in case-based decision support and related fields. Two different types of
58case-based decision support are then discussed in detail in Sections 4 and 5,
59respectively. Section 4 extends work that has been presented in Dubois et al. (1997).
60The approach proposed in Section 5 is a generalization of case-based prediction as
61introduced in Dubois, Hüllermeier, & Prade (2002).

622. Background on fuzzy sets

63A fuzzy subset of a set D is identified by a so-called membership function (often
64denoted �), which is a generalization of the characteristic function IAð�Þ of an
65ordinary set A � D (Zadeh, 1965). For each element x 2 D, this function specifies
66the degree of membership of x in the fuzzy set. Usually, membership degrees are
67taken from the unit interval ½0; 1�, i.e., a membership function is a mapping
68D ! ½0; 1�. We shall use the same notation for ordinary sets and fuzzy sets.
69Moreover, we shall not distinguish between a fuzzy set and its membership func-
70tion, that is, AðxÞ denotes the degree of membership of the element x in the fuzzy
71set A.
72Fuzzy sets formalize the idea of graded membership, i.e., the idea that an element
73can belong Bmore or less’’ to a set. Consequently, a fuzzy set can have Bnon-sharp’’
74boundaries. Consider the set of large apartments as an example. Is it reasonable to
75say that 120 m2 is large and 119 m2 is not large? In fact, any sharp boundary of the
76set of large apartments will appear rather arbitrary. Modeling the concept Blarge
77apartment’’ as a fuzzy set A, it becomes possible to express, for example, that a size
78of 120 m2 is completely in accordance with this concept ðAð120Þ ¼ 1Þ, 80 m2 is Bmore
79or less’’ large (Að80Þ ¼ 1=2, say), and 40 m2 is definitely not large (Að40Þ ¼ 0).

2 J Intell Inf Syst
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80A fuzzy set can have different semantic interpretations. Particularly, a fuzzy set can
81express three types of cognitive concepts which are of major importance in artificial
82intelligence, namely uncertainty, similarity, and preference (Dubois & Prade, 1997b).
83To exemplify, consider the fuzzy set A of apartments with Bideal size,’’ which might
84be formalized by the mapping A : x 7!maxf0; 1� jx� 120j=40g where x is the size in
85square meters.1

86Given (imprecise/uncertain) information in the form of a linguistic statement L,
87saying that a certain apartment has ideal size, AðxÞ is considered as the possibility
88that the real size of the apartment is x. Formally, the fuzzy set A induces a
89possibility distribution �ð�Þ by virtue of the identity �ðxÞ � AðxÞ (Zadeh, 1978).
90Note, however, that �ð�Þ and A are semantically different concepts, and that x plays
91different roles, respectively, on the left and right hand side. To emphasize this, one
92might write �ðxjLÞ � AðLjxÞ: Given the imprecise information L about x0 (the true
93size), the possibility that x0 ¼ x is evaluated by the degree to which the fuzzy
94concept (modeled by) A is compatible with x.
95A membership degree AðxÞ can also be considered as the similarity to the
96prototype of an apartment with ideal size (or, more generally, as the maximal
97similarity to any member of a set of prototypes) (Ruspini, 1991; Cross & Sudkamp,
982002). In our example, this is an apartment of 120 m2. Another apartment of, say,
99100 m2 is similar to this prototype to the degree Að100Þ ¼ 1=2.
100In connection with preference modeling, a fuzzy set is considered as a flexible
101constraint (Bellmann & Zadeh, 1970; Dubois, Fargier, & Prade, 1994, 1996a,b). In
102our example, AðxÞ specifies the degree of satisfaction caused by an apartment of size
103x: A size of x ¼ 120 is fully satisfactory ðAðxÞ ¼ 1Þ, whereas a size of x ¼ 100 is more
104or less acceptable, namely to the degree 1=2. This example already reveals some
105advantages of flexible constraints over classical (hard) constraints. Particularly, a
106graded transition between satisfaction and violation of a constraint is often more
107natural than an abrupt transition caused by a hard threshold. Moreover, flexible
108constraints allow for different types of compensation if an object is assessed on the
109basis of multiple criteria. For instance, an apartment which is slightly too small
110might still appear attractive if its location is really excellent.

1 This example shows that a fuzzy set is generally context-dependent.

t1.1Table 1 Fuzzy set-based methods in case-based reasoning and database technology

Input (apart from the case base) Output t1.2

Flexible

querying

Constraints on properties of a desired

object

An ordered list of stored objects

(partly) satisfying the constraints t1.3
Querying by

example

One or several (fictitious) ideal objects +

similarity measures

An ordered list of stored objects

similar to the ideal object t1.4
Case-based

prediction

A partially specified case + similarity

measures

Predictions for the remaining

attribute values t1.5
Case-based

decision

A new decision problem (stored cases are

triples problem/decision/utility)

A recommended decision t1.6

Case-based

elicitation

A partially specified case + constraints on

missing attributes

Recommendations on the values of

the remaining attributes t1.7
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1113. Flexible case-based recommendation: an overview

112The methods discussed in subsequent sections are closely related to some other
113applications in case-based reasoning and database technology, where fuzzy sets and
114fuzzy relations serve a similar purpose. In order to get a general idea of the
115relationship between these methods, this section provides a very brief overview of
116such applications.
117Table 1 gives a summary, in which the methods are classified according to the
118type of input provided by the user and the output produced by the system. Roughly
119speaking, the input either consists of a case or of a kind of constraint that specifies a
120particular property of a case. Likewise, the output is either a complete case (resp. a
121set of cases), or a property (attribute) of a case. According to this latter
122distinction, flexible querying and querying by example can be seen as case retrieval
123methods (the output of which is one or several cases), whereas the other three
124techniques can be considered as a kind of case completion method (a partially
125specified case is completed or supplemented with additional information in a way or
126another).

1273.1. Flexible querying of databases

128Extensions of database systems that make the querying of databases more flexible
129have become a focus of research in recent years (e.g., Larsen et al. 2001). In this
130connection, fuzzy set-based techniques are of central importance. The basic idea is
131to specify a query to a database in terms of a flexible constraint. Example: BFind a
132reasonably large apartment with at least four rooms which is not too expensive.’’
133The cases that satisfy or, say, match this constraint at least to a certain extent can be
134retrieved from the database. More specifically, they can be presented to the user in
135descending order of matching degrees (Bosc & Pivert, 1992, 1995).
136Apart from fuzzy sets modeling the preference for single attributes – also called
137preference profiles in this context – important tools include so-called combination
138and weighting operators. The former are used for combining the individual degrees
139of satisfaction into one overall evaluation. The latter type of operator serves for
140weighting the (relative) importance of individual attributes. (For instance, the price
141of an apartment might be more important than its size).

1423.2. Querying by example

143It is often not a simple matter for a user to express his preferences in terms of
144(flexible) constraints on properties (attributes) of a desired object. In such cases, it
145might be more convenient for him to specify or select some prototypical examples
146(and maybe counter-examples) of what he is looking for. Then, cases are retrieved
147from the database which do resemble these examples (and do not resemble the
148counter-examples). In this connection, the similarity-based semantics of fuzzy sets
149comes into play (Dubois, Prade, & Sèdes, 2001).
150Again, the basic scheme can be generalized in various directions. For example,
151so-called fuzzy quantifiers (to which we shall return in Section 4.4 below) can be
152employed for relaxing the constraint that an acceptable object must be similar to all
153of the examples (and to none of the counter-examples).

4 J Intell Inf Syst
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1543.3. Case-based prediction

155Case-based prediction, as formalized within the framework of fuzzy sets and
156possibility theory in Dubois et al., (1998, 2002), is in line with instance-based
157learning (IBL) (Aha, Kibler, & Albert, 1991): A (query) case is partially specified in
158terms of some of its attribute-values. On the basis of the similarity-guided
159inference principle underlying instance-based learning, predictions for the remain-
160ing attributes are then derived from the (completely specified) cases stored in the
161database.
162More precisely, a possibilistic version of the aforementioned principle is proposed
163which takes the heuristic and hence uncertain character of similarity-based
164inference into account: The more similar the known attributes of a given case to
165the known attributes of the query, the more possibly the remaining attributes are
166similar as well. Predictions of the unknown attribute values derived on the basis of
167this principle are expressed in terms of possibility distributions. That is, each
168potential attribute value is assigned a certain degree of possibility.

1693.4. Case-based decision making

170The idea of case-based decision making – to be detailed in Section 4 – has recently
171been proposed as an alternative to expected utility theory (Gilboa & Schmeidler,
1721995). It combines concepts and principles from both decision theory and instance-
173based learning. Loosely speaking, a case-based decision maker learns by storing
174already experienced decision problems, along with a rating of the results. Whenever
175a new problem needs to be solved, possible actions are assessed on the basis of
176experience from similar situations in which these actions have already been applied.

1773.5. Case-based elicitation

178A second type of case-based decision– to be introduced in Section 5 – is closely
179related to case-based prediction and flexible querying. Like in case-based prediction,
180the output of the system is an attribute value– the user’s decision – completing the
181case under consideration.2 Like in flexible querying, the user can impose restrictions
182on the output in the form of flexible constraints. Now, however, these restrictions
183are implicit in the sense that they are instantiated through the cases stored in the
184database. In order to distinguish this type of decision making from the aforemen-
185tioned one, we shall call it case-based elicitation (optimal choices are elicited against
186the background of the given constraints and the stored cases).

1874. Case-based decision making

188This section starts with a brief review of a model originally introduced by Gilboa
189and Schmeidler (1995), referred to as case-based decision theory (CBDT) by the
190authors. Then, a fuzzy-set based counterpart to this model will be introduced. For

2 More generally, the partially specified case can be seen as given information, and the attribute
value as a suggested alternative.
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191this approach, we shall furthermore propose a generalization which applies the idea
192of fuzzy quantification to the case-based evaluation of potential decisions.

1934.1. The basic model

194In a nutshell, the CBDT setup can be characterized as follows (Gilboa & Schmeidler,
1951995): Let P and A be (finite) sets of problems and acts, respectively, and denote by
196R a set of results or outcomes. Choosing act a 2 A for solving problem p 2 P leads to
197the outcome r ¼ rðp; aÞ 2 R. A utility function u : R ! U (resp. u : P �A ! U)
198assigns utility values to such outcomes; the utility scale U is taken as the set of real
199numbers. Let �P : P � P ! ½0; 1� be a similarity measure quantifying the similarity of
200problems. Suppose the decision maker to have a (finite) memoryM¼ fðp1; a1; r1Þ . . .
201ðpn; an; rnÞg of cases at his disposal, where ðpk; akÞ 2 P � A, rk ¼ rðpk; akÞ,
2021 � k � n, and suppose furthermore that he has to choose an act for a new problem
203p0 2 P. If a certain act a 2 A has not been applied to the problem p0 so far (i.e., there
204is no case ðp0; a; rÞ 2 M) the decision maker will generally be uncertain about the
205result rðp0; aÞ and, hence, about the utility uðp0; aÞ ¼ uðrðp0; aÞÞ. According to the
206assumption underlying the paradigm of CBDT he then evaluates an act based on its
207performance when dealing with similar problems in the past, as represented by (parts
208of) the memory M. More precisely, according to Gilboa and Schmeidler (1995) the
209decision maker chooses an act that maximizes a linear combination of the benefits
210experienced so far:

VðaÞ ¼ Vp0;MðaÞ
df¼

X

ðp;a;rÞ2M
�Pðp; p0Þ � uðrÞ: ð1Þ

213The summation over an empty set yields the Bdefault value’’ 0 which plays the
214role of an Baspiration level.’’ Despite the formal resemblance between (1) and the
215well-known expected utility formula one should not ignore some substantial
216differences between CBDT and expected utility theory (EUT). This concerns not
217only the conceptual level but also mathematical aspects. Particularly, it should be
218noted that the similarity weights in (1) do not necessarily sum to 1. Consequently,
219(1) must not be interpreted as an estimation of the utility uðrðp0; aÞÞ. Theoretical
220details of CBDT including an axiomatic characterization as well as a generalization
221of decision principle (1) are presented in Gilboa and Schmeidler (1995).

2224.2. Fuzzy modeling of case-based decisions

223Case-based decision making has been realized in Dubois et al. (1998) as a kind of
224similarity-based approximate reasoning. This approach is in line with methods of
225qualitative decision theory. In fact, the assumption that uncertainty and preference
226can be quantified by means of, respectively, a precise probability measure and a
227cardinal (numeric) utility function (as it is assumed in classical decision theory as
228well as in Gilboa and Schmeidler’s approach) does often appear unrealistic. As
229opposed to (1), the approach discussed in this section only assumes an ordinal
230setting for modeling decision problems, i.e., ordinal scales such as

fverybad;bad;moderate;good;excellent g and flow;middle;high g

6 J Intell Inf Syst
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232for assessing, respectively, preference and similarity. This interpretation should be
233kept in mind, especially since (without loss of generality) both scales will subsequently
234be taken as subsets of the unit interval (e.g., f0; 1=4; 1=2; 3=4; 1g and f0; 1=2; 1g).3

2354.2.1. Basic measures for act evaluation

236Given a memory M of cases ðpk; ak; rkÞ and a new problem p0, the following
237(estimated) utility value is assigned to an act a 2 A:

V#p0;MðaÞ
df¼ min
ðp;a;rÞ2M

�Pðp; p0Þ= uðrÞ; ð2Þ

239where = is a multiple-valued implication operator (a mapping ½0; 1� � ½0; 1� ! ½0; 1�
240which is non-increasing in the first and non-decreasing in the second argument). This
241valuation supports the idea of finding an act a which has always resulted in good
242outcomes for problems similar to the current problem p0. Indeed, (2) can be consid-
243ered as a generalized truth degree of the claim that Bwhenever a has been applied to
244a problem p similar to p0, the corresponding outcome has had a high utility.’’
245An essential idea behind (2) is to avoid the accumulation and compensation
246effect of the decision criterion (1) since these effects do not always seem
247appropriate. With regard to accumulation, for example, undesirable effects can be
248caused by a case that is stored several times in a database, e.g., because the same act
249is chosen routinely for a frequently occurring problem.
250As a special realization of (2) the valuation

V#p0;MðaÞ
df¼ min
ðp;a;rÞ2M

maxfnðhð�Pðp; p0ÞÞÞ; uðrÞg

252is proposed, where hð�Þ is an order-preserving function which ensures the linear
253scales of similarity and preference to be commensurable and nð�Þ is the order-
254reversing function of the similarity scale. By taking nð�Þ as x 7! 1� x in ½0; 1� and
255(without loss of generality) hð�Þ as the identity, we obtain

V#p0;MðaÞ
df¼ min
ðp;a;rÞ2M

maxf1� �Pðp; p0Þ; uðrÞg ð3Þ

257(with min ; ¼ 1 by definition). This criterion can obviously be seen as a qualitative
258counterpart to (1). Besides, the criterion

V"p0;MðaÞ
df¼ max
ðp;a;rÞ2M

minf�Pðp; p0Þ; uðrÞg ð4Þ

260(with max ; ¼ 0 by definition) has been introduced in Dubois et al. (1997) as an
261optimistic counterpart to (3). It can be seen as a formalization of the idea to find an act
262a for which there is at least one problem which is similar to p0 and for which a has led to
263a good result. Let us mention that expressions (3) and (4) are closely related to
264decision criteria that have recently been derived in Dubois and Prade (1995) in con-
265nection with an axiomatic approach to qualitative decision making under uncertainty.
266In order to make the basic principles underlying the above criteria especially
267obvious, consider the special case where the qualitative utility scale is given by

3 More precisely, we consider finite subsets of ½0; 1� that are invariant under the negation operation

x 7! 1� x.

J Intell Inf Syst 7
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268U ¼ f0; 1g. That is, only a crude distinction between Bbad’’ and Bgood’’ outcomes is
269made. Under this assumption, (3) and (4) simplify to

V#p0;MðaÞ ¼ 1� max
ðp;a;rÞ2M:uðrÞ¼0

�Pðp; p0Þ; ð5Þ

V"p0;MðaÞ ¼ max
ðp;a;rÞ2M:uðrÞ¼1

�Pðp; p0Þ ð6Þ

275According to (5), the decision maker looks only to cases ðp; a; rÞ with bad out-
276comes. An act a is discounted whenever it has led to a bad outcome for a problem p
277which is similar to p0. Thus, the decision maker is cautious and looks for an act that
278did not cause a bad experience. According to (6), he only considers the cases with
279good outcomes. An act a appears promising as soon as it has successfully been
280applied to a problem p similar to p0. In other words, the decision maker is more
281adventurous and looks for an act that it associates with a good experience.
282More generally, V#p0;MðaÞ and V"p0;MðaÞ reflect a kind of non-negative and positive
283association, respectively. This Bbipolar’’ (Dubois, Kaci, & Prade, 2004) evaluation of
284actions a 2 A gives rise to a partial preference ordering � on A:

a � a0 , V#p0;MðaÞ � V#p0;Mða
0Þ ^ V"p0;MðaÞ � V"p0;Mða

0Þ:

287Consequently, rational choices correspond to acts that are non-dominated in the
288sense of �. In Figure 1, for example, act a is dominated by b, whereas b and c are not
289directly comparable. Of course, the best evaluation possible is given by
290ðV#p0;MðaÞ;V

"
p0;MðaÞÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ.

291On the one hand, a complete ordering on the set of actions would of course be
292desirable. On the other hand, incomparability of actions seems to be unavoidable in
293a case-based setting. To illustrate, consider an act a about which nothing is known
294and that is hence evaluated by ð1; 0Þ. Moreover, suppose a second act b, evaluated by
295ð0; 1Þ, to be associated with both a completely negative and a completely positive
296experience. Is a to be preferred to b or vice versa? In the classical CBDT framework,
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Fig. 1 A Bbipolar’’ evaluation of acts according to a non-negative and a positive association. In the
example, act a is dominated by b and c
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297the positive and negative experience will simply compensate each other.4 In fact, both
298acts receive the same score according to (1) (if the positive and negative experience are
299quantified, respectively, by a utility degree of �c and c, where c > 0 is any real
300number). However, such a compensation is clearly questionable. It is even impossible in
301the case of ordinal similarity and utility scales, as assumed in our framework.
302Even though we are not going to detail the problem in this paper any further, let us
303note that there are of course alternative ways to refine the partial ordering � to a
304complete ordering. The simplest option is perhaps to grant priority to one of the two
305measures, i.e., to concentrate on (3) alone, or to employ a lexicographic ordering. In
306that case, however, one has to be careful since (3) alone is difficult to interpret if the
307memory does not contain similar problems to which the action under consideration has
308already been applied. For example, an action about which nothing is known will receive
309the highest evaluation, a property that is hardly reasonable. In order to cope with this
310difficulty, a modification of (3) has been proposed in (Dubois & Prade, 1997a).

3114.3. Interpretation of the decision criteria

312We already pointed out that the criteria (3) and (4) do not focus on some kind of
313average performance, since this does hardly make sense within an ordinal setting.
314Rather, they should be considered from the same point of view as qualitative
315decision rules such as MAXIMIN (Brafmann & Tennenholtz, 1996; Dubois & Prade,
3161995). In fact, we shall now propose an interpretation of (3) as an approximation
317resp. a similarity-based generalization of a MAXIMIN evaluation.5

318Observe that we can write (3) as

V#p0;MðaÞ ¼ min
0�k�m

maxf1� �k; vkg; ð7Þ

320where the values 0 ¼ �0 < �1 < . . . < �m ¼ 1 constitute the (finite) set f�Pðp; p0Þj
321p; p0 2 Pg of possible similarity degrees of problems and

vk ¼ minVk ¼ minfuðrÞ j ðp; a; rÞ 2 M; �Pðp; p0Þ ¼ �k g

323is the lowest utility obtained in connection with act a for problems which are �k-
324similar to p0 (vk ¼ 1 by definition if Vk ¼ ;).
325According to (7), the valuation (3) of an act is completely determined by the
326lower bounds vkð0 � k � mÞ which are derived from the memory M (and
327discounted according to respective degrees of similarity). This reveals that (3) can
328indeed be seen as some kind of Bexperience-based’’ approximation of the MAXIMIN

329principle. The case in which all problems are completely similar makes this
330especially apparent. Then, (3) evaluates an act a simply according to the worst
331consequence observed so far. More generally, the value vk can be seen as an
332estimation of the lower utility bound

wk ¼ minfuðrðp; aÞÞ j p0 6¼ p 2 P; �Pðp; p0Þ ¼ �k g;

5 This interpretation can be transferred to (4) in a straightforward way.

4 This is to some extent comparable to the standard framework of expected utility theory, where each
action is evaluated by its expected utility.

J Intell Inf Syst 9
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333i.e., the smallest degree of utility which can be obtained in connection with act a for
335(not necessarily encountered) problems from P which are �k-similar to p0. Then,
336V#p0;MðaÞ can be interpreted as an approximation of

W#
p0
ðaÞ ¼ min

0�k�m
maxf 1� �k;wk g:

337The latter defines a similarity-based generalization of a MAXIMIN-evaluation in
340the sense that minimum is not taken over the lower utility bounds wk directly but
341rather over the bounds that are discounted according to the similarity degrees �k:
342the larger �k, the higher the influence (importance) of wk.

3434.4. Fuzzy quantification in act evaluation

344In some situations, the extremely pessimistic and optimistic nature of the criteria
345(3) and (4), respectively, might appear at least as questionable as the accumulation
346in (1). Here we shall propose a generalization of the decision rule (3) which is a
347weakening of the demand that an act a has always produced good results for
348similar problems. In fact, one might already be satisfied if a turned out to be a
349good choice for most similar problems, thus allowing for a few exceptions (Dubois
350& Prade, 1997a). In other words, the idea is to relax the universal Bfor all’’ quantifier.
351A similar weakening of (4) can be obtained by generalizing the existential
352quantifier.
353Consider a finite set A of cardinality m ¼ jAj. In connection with propositions of
354the form Bmost elements of A do have property B’’ the fuzzy quantifier MOST can be
355formalized by means of a fuzzy set (Dubois, Prade, & Testemale, 1988; Yager,
3561985),6 the membership function � : f0; 1 . . . mg ! ½0; 1� of which satisfies �ðmÞ ¼ 1
357and �ðkÞ � �ðkþ 1Þ for all 1 � k � m� 1. The special case Bfor all’’ then
358corresponds to �ðkÞ ¼ 0 for 0 � k � m� 1 and �ðmÞ ¼ 1. In order to guarantee
359the comparability of MOST-quantifiers for different values m, the membership
360function �ð�Þ can reasonably be specified in the form �ðkÞ ¼ f ðk=mÞ, where f ð�Þ is a

6 Other possibilities of expressing a fuzzy quantifier exist as well, including the use of order-statistics
(Prade & Yager, 1994) and an ordered weighted minimum or maximum (Dubois & Prade, 1996).
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Fig. 2 Example of a function f ð�Þ specifying the linguistic FOR MOST quantifier via �ðkÞ ¼ f ðk=nÞ
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361½0; 1� ! ½0; 1� mapping the input of which is a percentage (rather than an absolute
362number) of elements. Figure 2 shows an example of such a function.
363Now, suppose that B is a fuzzy property, i.e., an element x can have the property
364under consideration to some degree BðxÞ 2 ½0; 1�. Moreover, let A ¼ fx1 . . . xmg and
365suppose (without loss of generality) that Bðx1Þ 	 Bðx2Þ 	 . . . 	 BðxmÞ. The truth
366degree of the proposition Bmost elements of A do have property B’’ can then be
367evaluated as

EðAÞ df¼ min
1�k�m

maxfBðxkÞ; 1� ��ðkÞg; ð8Þ

368where �ð�Þ is defined by �ðkÞ ¼ 1� �ðk� 1Þ for 1 � k � m (Yager, 1985; Dubois et
370al., 1988); a membership degree �ðkÞ can be interpreted as quantifying the
371importance (and hence 1� �ðkÞ as the unimportance) that the property X is
372satisfied for k (out of the m) elements. In the case where A is a fuzzy set as well, (8)
373can further be generalized to

EðAÞ df¼ min
0< ��1

maxf1� �;EðA�Þg

¼ min
0< ��1

max 1� �; min
1�k�jA�j

max Bðx�kÞ; f
k� 1

jA�j

� �� �� � ð9Þ

374where A� ¼ fx jAðxÞ 	 �g ¼ fx�1 ; x�2 . . . x�jA�jg is the �-cut of A (Bosc, Lietard, &
376Prade, 1998).
377Coming back to our context of case-based decision making, consider again a
378memory M of cases and a new problem p0. We are interested in quantifying the
379degree to which an act a has induced good outcomes for most of the similar
380problems. To this end, we can employ (9), with A being the fuzzy set of similar
381problems and B the fuzzy set of good outcomes. More precisely, for a case x ¼
382ðp; a0; rÞ we have BðxÞ ¼ uðrÞ and AðxÞ ¼ �Pðp; p0Þ if a ¼ a0 and AðxÞ ¼ 0 if a 6¼ a0.

3834.5. An application: cost-sensitive classification

384An interesting problem to which our approach of case-based decision making can be
385applied is cost-sensitive classification. Predicting the class (label) �x0

of a query
386instance x0 on the basis of a given set of examples of the form hx{; �x{i 2 X � L,
3871 � { � n, where X is a set of instances and L a (finite) set of classes, is a standard
388problem in supervised learning. In this connection, one is usually interested in
389minimizing the prediction error, i.e., the probability of a misclassification. In some
390cases, however, it is necessary to distinguish not only between a correct or an incor-
391rect prediction but rather between different types of misclassification. To this end, a
392misclassification cost or loss can be associated with each prediction: If �x0

is the true
393class, a prediction �est

x0
yields a loss of ‘ð�x0

; �est
x0
Þ. A standard example is medical

394diagnosis, where a false positive (a healthy patient classified as diseased) is usually
395less bad than a false negative (a sick patient classified as healthy).
396Within our framework, an instance x{ corresponds to a problem ðX ¼ PÞ and a
397predicted class �est

x0
to a decision ðL ¼ AÞ. Moreover, it is of course possible to

398quantify the benefit of a classification in terms of utility degrees uð�x0
; �est

x0
Þ instead of

399loss values. Now, consider an example hx{; �x{i, i.e., the true class of instance x{ is
400given by �x{ . For each � 2 L, this example (experience) can be transformed into a
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401casehx{; �;uð�x{ ; �Þi. Note that these cases are Bhypothetical’’ in the sense that not
402all classifications � 2 L have really been tried. Given the utility function and the
403true class �{, we simply know that assigning class � to x{ would yield a utility of
404uð�x{ ; �Þ.
405Considering the classification problem from a case-based decision point of view,
406each potential class � 2 L can be evaluated by the two complementary measures
407V#x0;Mð�Þ and V"x0;Mð�Þ, respectively, and the final estimation can be made on the
408basis of these evaluations. This can be seen as an extension of the standard NEAREST

409NEIGHBOR classifier that will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.1 below. This
410classifier assigns to a query x0 the class of the nearest (in terms of a similarity
411measure �Xð�Þ) example x{. In fact, it is easy to verify that exactly the same decision
412is made when assuming a 0/1-utility function (i.e., uð�; �estÞ ¼ 1 if � ¼ �est and ¼ 0
413otherwise) and choosing the class � that maximizes V"x0;Mð�Þ. This changes,
414however, when more general utility functions are allowed or when the complemen-
415tary measure V#x0;Mð�Þ is also taken into account.
416The qualitative nature of our case-based decision criteria has already been
417emphasized. Therefore, let us again mention that classifying an instance x0 on the
418basis of V#x0;Mð�Þ and V"x0;Mð�Þ is definitely not in line with a statistical or
419probabilistic point of view, i.e.,, a Bayes decision that maximizes the (posterior)
420expected utility. A probabilistic approach is often useful and of course a viable
421alternative. However, in many applications, the underlying statistical assumptions
422(e.g., independent and identically distributed data) are not satisfied or the number of
423observations is not large enough to guarantee reasonable probability estimates.
424Apart from that, a probabilistic (expected utility) approach can again be criticized
425for its compensatory nature, especially in delicate domains such as e.g., evidence-
426based medicine.
427To illustrate this point, we consider a small toy example where the problem is
428to predict the disease of a patient. Suppose the following four examples to be
429given:

patient 1 2 3 4

true class ðdiseaseÞ A B C A

similarity to new patient 0:8 0:7 0:5 0:3

431Moreover, let the utility degrees of decisions be specified as follows:

prediction
A B C

A 1 0:7 0
true class B 0 1 0:6

C 0:7 0:7 1

433As can be seen, predicting A if the true disease is B (or C if the true disease is A) is
434really bad (it gives zero utility). Now, the simple nearest neighbor rule would
435suggest A, which is the disease of the most similar patient. The same decision would
436be made by every probabilistic variant of the nearest neighbor approach, e.g., by
437estimating the probability of classes by the (similarity-weighted) relative frequency

12 J Intell Inf Syst
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438among the k nearest neighbors. The following table shows the evaluation of the
439potential predictions by our case-based decision criteria:7

A B C

V#x0;MðyÞ 0:3 0:7 0:2

V"x0;MðyÞ 0:8 0:7 0:6

442Taking both criteria into consideration, it becomes obvious that decision A is
443rather risky. Indeed, there is not only a similar A-patient, but also an almost as
444similar B-patient. In other words, there is not only positive support in favor of
445decision A, as indicated by a high evaluation V"x0;MðAÞ ¼ 0:8, but also negative
446evidence, as suggested by a low evaluation V#x0;MðAÞ ¼ 0:3. In this regard, decision B
447appears to be much safer. A cautious decision maker granting priority to V#x0;MðyÞ
448would therefore prefer this classification.

4495. Case-based elicitation

450In this section, we shall introduce case-based elicitation as a generalization of the well-
451known NEAREST NEIGHBOR (NN) classification principle (Dasarathy, 1991). There-
452fore, we start with a brief review of this principle, which will then be reinterpreted
453from a constraint satisfaction point of view. Roughly speaking, case-based elicitation
454will then be introduced as a fuzzy version of constraint-based NN estimation.
455The following setting– common to most instance-based learning methods– will be
456used throughout this section: X denotes an instance space, where an instance
457corresponds to the description x of an object (in attribute-value form). X is endowed
458with a similarity measure �Xð�Þ. L is a set of labels, and hx; �xi 2 X � L is called a
459labeled instance (or a case). In classification tasks, L is a finite (usually small) set
460comprised of m classes f�1 . . .�mg. S denotes a sample (case base) that consists of n
461labeled instances hx{; �x{i, 1 � { � n. Finally, a new instance x0 2 X (a query) is
462given, whose label �x0

is to be estimated.
463Let us make a brief comment on the similarity measure �Xð�Þ. Since X is a
464potentially high-dimensional space, the specification of this measure will usually not
465be trivial. In this connection, it is common practice to begin with specifying
466individual similarity measures for each attribute (dimension). A global measure
467�Xð�Þ is then defined as a linear combination (weighted average) of the individual
468measures, with the weight of each attribute reflecting its importance.

4695.1. Nearest neighbor estimation

470The NEAREST NEIGHBOR (NN) principle prescribes to estimate the label of the yet
471unclassified point x0 by the label of the nearest sample point, i.e., the one which
472maximizes the similarity to x0. The k-NEAREST NEIGHBOR (kNN) approach is a slight
473generalization which takes the k 	 1 nearest neighbors of a new sample point x0 into

7 Recall that these criteria require only a qualitative (ordinal) specification of similarity and utility
degrees.
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474account. That is, an estimation �est
x0

of �x0
is derived from the set N kðx0Þ of the k

475nearest neighbors of x0, most often by means of the majority vote decision rule:

�es
x0
¼ arg max

�2L
cardfx 2 N kðx0Þ j�x ¼ �g: ð10Þ

478Several conceptual modifications and extensions of the basic NN principle have
479been devised, such as distance weighting of neighbored instances:

�est
x0
¼ arg max

�2L

X

x2N kðx0Þ:�x¼�
!x;

481where !x is the weight of the instance x. The latter is usually an increasing function
482of �Xðx; x0Þ. In order to take the uncertainty related to an estimation into account, the
483simple majority vote (10) is often replaced by the following probability distribution:8

px0
ð�{Þ ¼ pestð�{jx0Þ ¼

k{
k

ð11Þ

485where k{ ¼ cardfx 2 N kðx0Þ j�x ¼ �{g.

4865.2. NN estimation as constraint satisfaction

487A label �{ receives a high rating according to (11) if it coincides with many among
488the labels of the k nearest neighbors. In fact, the number px0

ð�{Þ might also be
489considered as the degree to which �{ satisfies the following constraint:

BMany among the k neighbors have the label �{:__ ð12Þ

492According to this point of view, the NN principle is associated with a constraint,
493Cð�Þ, and the evaluation of a label �{ is given by the degree to which �{ satisfies this
494constraint:

vx0
ð�Þ df¼ Cð�Þ: ð13Þ

497The constraint (12) is obviously Bfuzzy’’ in the sense that is can be satisfied to a
498certain extent. Clearly, one might also think of expressing the NN principle in terms
499of an ordinary (non-fuzzy) constraint which is either satisfied or not. For example,
500one might define

vx0
ð�{Þ

df¼
1 if card ðX{Þ > k=2
0 if card ðX{Þ � k=2

;
�

ð14Þ

502where X{ denotes the subset of neighbors with label �{. This kind of constraint has
503indeed been advocated in connection with NN classification. In fact, (14) is a special
504kind of reject option (Chow, 1970; Hellman, 1970): The maximally supported label is
505accepted only if the (absolute) support is indeed large enough. Otherwise, a
506classification is simply refused (vx0

ð�Þ ¼ 0 for all � 2 L).
507As already mentioned above, fuzzy or flexible constraints are much more
508expressive than ordinary constraints and appear quite reasonable in many appli-

8 It should be noted that this type of estimation requires further (statistical) assumptions on the
classification problem.
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509cations. As will be seen below, the use of fuzzy constraints is also natural in the
510context of NN classification. Particularly, the concept of similarity is Bfuzzy’’ by
511itself: A (normalized) similarity measure can formally be interpreted as a fuzzy
512relation, namely as a graded (fuzzy) equality relation.9

5135.3. Flexible constraints

514Once having accepted the idea of evaluating a label by the degree to which it satisfies a
515flexible constraint, one can easily think of alternative specifications of the NN principle.
516Fuzzy set-based modeling techniques offer a large repertoire for translating such
517characterizations, given in linguistic form, into logical expressions. This repertoire
518includes generalized logical connectives such as t-norms and t-conorms, fuzzy relations
519such as SIMILAR, linguistic modifiers such as VERY, and fuzzy quantifiers such as A FEW.
520A t-norm is a binary operator
 : ½0; 1�2 ! ½0; 1� which is commutative, associative,
521monotone increasing in both arguments and which satisfies the boundary conditions
522x
 0 ¼ 0 and x
 1 ¼ x (Klement, Mesiar, & Pap, 2002). An associated t-conorm �
523is defined by the mapping ð�; �Þ 7! 1� ð1� �Þ 
 ð1� �Þ. An important t-norm is the
524min-operator with associated the t-conorm max. Other important operators include
525the product 
P : ð�; �Þ 7! �� with related t-conorm �P : ð�; �Þ 7! �þ � � �� and
526the Lukasiewicz t-norm 
L : ð�;�Þ 7! maxf0; �þ � � 1g with related t-conorm
527�L : ð�; �Þ7!minf1; �þ �g. In the context of multiple-valued logic, a t-norm and a
528t-conorm serve, respectively, as a generalized logical conjunction and disjunction. The
529most common negation operator is the mapping ::x 7! 1� x, which underlies the De
530Morgan duality between t-norms and t-conorms.
531A linguistic modifier (Zadeh, 1972; Lakoff, 1973) is a function m : ½0; 1� ! ½0; 1�
532which depicts the effect of linguistic hedges. For example, if m:x 7! x2 models the
533effect of VERY and the fuzzy set A represents the concept BIG, then m �A represents
534the concept VERYBIG. That is, mðAðxÞÞ is the degree to which x is very big (the
535degree to which the proposition that x is big is very true). Other mappings mð�Þ,
536such as translations, can also be advocated (MacVicar-Whelan, 1978).
537Formally, a language of flexible constraints can be specified on the basis of an
538alphabet consisting of

539& a set V of variable symbols,
540& generalized logical connectives 
;�;=;: (conjunction, disjunction, implication,
541negation),
542& a set P of predicate symbols, where a predicate of rank k is defined as a fuzzy
543relation P:ðX � LÞk ! ½0; 1�,
544& a set M of modifier functions,
545& a set Q of fuzzy quantifiers.10

546The design of a concrete language that can easily be employed by a user is of
547course highly application-dependent and therefore beyond the scope of this paper.
548Anyway, by using the above modeling concepts, one can specify sophisticated
549classification principles that go beyond the simple NN rule. For example, given a new
550query x0, a Bgood’’ label � might be specified as one satisfying the following

10 See Section 4 for the definition of such quantifiers.

9 Recall the similarity-based semantics of fuzzy sets discussed in Section 2.
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551constraint: BMost of the instances close to x0 have the label �, and none of the (at
552least) moderately close instances has a very different label.’’ This constraint could be
553expressed in logic terms as follows:

FOR MOST x ::CLOSEðx; x0Þ � ð�x ¼ �Þð Þ


 FOR ALL x ::MODERATELY CLOSEðxÞ � :VERY DIFFERENTð�x; �Þð Þ:

554More generally, we define the evaluation of a label � as

vx0
ð�Þ df¼C½S; x0�ð�Þ; ð15Þ

558where C is the flexible constraint associated with the specification (Zadeh, 1996).
559The notation C½S; x0�ð�Þ indicates that the constraint is always evaluated against the
560background of a given sample S of instances and a new query x0. (Likewise, a
561quantifier Q 2 Q always refers to S).
562It is worth mentioning that (15) can also mimic the original kNN rule: Consider
563again the constraint (12) requiring that B� is supported by many among the k nearest
564neighbors of x0.’’ By modeling the fuzzy quantifier MANY (out of k) in an appropriate
565way (namely by the relative frequency), one obtains vx0

ð�Þ ¼ {=k iff { among the k
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Fig. 3 The function vx0
ð�Þ that specifies the degree of recommendation for the rent � of an

apartment (solid, red line). The dashed (blue) line corresponds to the related FOR MOST constraint

Nr. SIZE DIST PRICE t2.1

1 57 5 940 t2.2
2 128 19 919 t2.3
3 98 7 880 t2.4
4 55 17 870 t2.5
5 123 18 950 t2.6
6 121 3 965 t2.7
7 74 5 904 t2.8
8 101 16 983 t2.9
9 55 17 925 t2.10

10 81 2 936 t2.11

Table 2 Database of apart-
ments: SIZE is the size in

square meters, DIST is the

distance from the query apart-

ment in kilometers, PRICE is

the price in dollars
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566nearest neighbors do have the label �. In this case, vx0
ð�Þ formally coincides with a

567degree of probability.

5685.4. Case-based elicitation

569We look at case-based elicitation as a generalization of instance-based classification:
570The task shall be to recommend a label, e.g., a remaining attribute value, which is
571adequate in a certain sense, rather than to estimate a correct label. As an aside, note
572that there is no need to distinguish one specific attribute (of an object in attribute-
573value representation) as the class label. Actually, each of the attributes character-
574izing an object (or even several of them) can play the role of a label to be estimated
575or recommended.
576Case-based recommendation can simply be put into practice on the basis of the
577valuation principle (15): The requirements concerning the label are specified in
578terms of a flexible constraint. Then, the adequacy of each label � 2 L is derived by
579means of (15). These evaluations can be taken as a point of departure for deciding
580on the further line of action. Usually, one among the maximally supported labels
581will be selected, at least if a definite decision must be made. (As mentioned before,
582the rejection of a decision might be a viable alternative in the case where none of
583the labels is sufficiently supported).
584To illustrate, consider the following toy example: Suppose that we want to let an
585apartment, and that we are looking for a reasonable rent (which plays the role of the
586label). As we want to avoid any risk of being left with the apartment, we might then
587quantify the adequacy of a rent � (in dollars) by the degree to which B� is slightly
588lower than the prices for all of the closely located apartments of similar size.’’ Again,
589it should be emphasized that the aim is not to estimate a Bcorrect’’ or, say, Bfair’’
590price. Rather, we want to find the rent that meets our special demands in an optimal
591way (and this rent is probably lower than the one which is fair). As a concrete
592example, suppose the (small) database of apartments as shown in Table 2 to be
593given. Moreover, let the above constraint be formalized as follows:

FOR ALL x : CLOSEðx; x0Þ 
 SIMILAR SIZEðx; x0Þð Þ = SLIGHTLY LOWERð�; �xÞ:
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Fig. 4 The function vx0
ð�Þ that specifies the degree of recommendation for the tariff in June (in

French francs). The dashed (blue) line corresponds to the related FOR MOST constraint
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595Modeling the t-norm by the minimum operator, the implication by the Kleene-
596Dienes implication �=� ¼ maxf1� �; �g, and the FOR ALL quantifier also by the

minimum, one obtains

vx0
ð�Þ ¼ min

x
max 1�minfCLOSEðx; x0Þ;f SIMILAR SIZEðx; x0Þg;

SLIGHTLY LOWERð�; �xÞ g
ð16Þ

599Finally, suppose that the query apartment has a size of x0 ¼ 120 m2 and let the fuzzy
600relations CLOSE, SIMILAR SIZE and SLIGHTLY LOWER be specified, respectively, by
601A0;20ð�Þ, A0;35ð�Þ, and A100;100ð�Þ, where

Ac;d : ðx; yÞ 7! max 0; 1� jcþ x� yj
d

� �
: ð17Þ

603Figure 3 shows the function vx0
ð�Þ that specifies a degree of recommendation for

604different rents �. As can be seen, prices around 850 dollars satisfy the constraint
605quite well, whereas a rent below 750 or above 950 dollars is out of the question.
606As the example shows, it may happen that none of the alternatives completely satisfies
607the constraint, which indicates that the latter is apparently too strong. Of course, one
608might still choose one among the maximally supported labels, e.g., a rent of 850 dollars.
609Another possibility is to weaken the constraint, e.g., by replacing the FOR ALL

610quantifier by a FOR MOST quantifier. For example, the function vx0
ð�Þ shown by the

611dashed line in Figure 3 is obtained for the quantifier depicted in Figure 2. As can be
612seen, there is now a unique optimal recommendation of � ¼ 870 for which the
613constraint is almost completely satisfied.
614As a second example, we applied the case-based elicitation method to the (Breal-
615world’’) database underlying the PRETI system, an experimental platform in
616information processing maintained at the Insitut de Recherche en Informatique de
617Toulouse (http://www.irit.fr/PRETI). This database currently maintains information
618about 650 houses to be let for vacation in the south of France, where each house is
619described in terms of about 25 attributes (including binary attributes like availability
620of washing machine, integer attributes like number of rooms and number of beds,
621and numerical attributes like distance to the beach, low season weekly tariff, ...).
622Suppose that we (as a hotel manager) are seeking Ba tariff for the month of June
623which is not much higher than the tariff for most other hotels with similar distances to the
624closest beach and to the closest swimming pool.’’ We formalized this query in the same
625way as above, specifying the two Similar Distance relationships by A0;15ð�Þ and
626A0;5ð�Þ, respectively, and the NOTMUCH HIGHER predicate by ðx; yÞ 7! maxf1� ðx�
627yÞ=400; 0g for x > y and 1 for x � y (the tariffs are still given in French francs).
628Moreover, we used again the FOR MOST quantifier shown in Figure 2. The result of the
629query is depicted by the dashed line in Figure 4. (For comparison, the same figure also
630shows the result for the more restrictive universal (FOR ALL) quantifier.) As can be
631seen, tariffs up to 1,300 francs are completely acceptable, while tariffs above 1,800 are
632out of the question.

6336. Summary and conclusion

634Extending previous works on fuzzy case-based reasoning, we have proposed two
635types of case-based decision support, both of which might be useful in the context of
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636information and recommender systems. The first approach is closely related to
637classical (statistical) decision theory. Here, a case is a triple consisting of a decision
638problem, the decision that has been made, and the resulting outcome (utility).
639Having to solve a new problem, a user evaluates potential decisions on the basis of
640the experience provided by the stored cases.
641The second approach, referred to as case-based elicitation, is somehow in-
642between decision making and prediction, and has also much in common with flexible
643querying of databases. However, as opposed to classical decision making and
644prediction, the user is neither looking for a decision which is good in a normative
645sense, nor for a prediction which is correct in the sense of corresponding to a true
646outcome. Rather, he specifies his individual preferences and desires in terms of a
647flexible constraint. By evaluating this constraint on the basis of the cases stored in a
648database, the system recommends a choice that meets these requirements in an
649optimal way.
650As already mentioned previously, the framework of case-based elicitation as
651outlined in Section 5 needs to be operationalized in terms of an information system
652that allows a user to specify elicitation problems in a convenient way. Among other
653things, this includes a concrete language of flexible constraints, comparable to a fuzzy
654version of SQL for databases querying (Bosc & Pivert, 1995), as well as (graphical)
655interfaces for specifying fuzzy concepts such as e.g., similarity measures and fuzzy
656quantifiers. As future work, it is planned to extend the aforementioned PRETI system
657in this direction [complementary modules such as flexible database querying and case-
658based prediction are already available for PRETI (de Calmès et al. 2003)].
659The paper clearly reveals the benefits of fuzzy sets and related inference
660techniques in case-based reasoning. Especially two points are worth mentioning
661in this connection. The first point concerns the potential of fuzzy sets to model the
662concepts of similarity, uncertainty and preference within a common framework.
663Similarity and uncertainty (plausibility) are key concepts in case-based reasoning
664or, more precisely, in generalizing observed cases. In this paper, we have particularly
665emphasized the concept of preference, which is not less important in Bpersonalized’’
666case-based reasoning but which has received less attention so far. The second point
667concerns the possibility of modeling the inference principle underlying CBR in
668an explicit way and, hence, of contributing to the formal foundations of CBR. In
669fact, it turned out that case-based inference can adequately be formalized in the
670context of fuzzy set-based approximate reasoning (Dubois et al., 2002). By drawing
671on techniques and principles from decision theory, this paper contributes to a formal
672basis of case-based decision making and recommendation, both of which can be
673seen as special types of CBR which takes the preferences of the user into account.

674
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